Winterizing Your Pool
Note: Winterization procedures will vary depending on your pool type, and other
factors. Be sure to check with your pool professional in order to ensure you close
your pool in the proper method.
1. IMPORTANT: Have your water professionally tested to verify no water
chemistry problems are present, such as combined chlorine, cloudy water or
algae growth. If problems are present, be sure to resolve these prior to
closing.
2. Balance the water according to the winterization parameters provided. These
will vary slightly from the “in-season” values.
3. Select the appropriate Arctic Blue® Winter Kit(s) for your pool volume. One
kit will treat 12,000 gallons.
4. Do all your “housekeeping” chores, such as brushing and vacuuming. Use
Off The Wall® to clean your waterline and prevent staining.
5. Clean any debris from your baskets.
6. Use Strip Kwik® (sand filter) or Kleen it® (cartridge, DE) to chemically
clean your filters.
7. Add the Arctic Blue® Shock – broadcast with the pump running (2lbs/10,000
gal.) Allow this product to circulate 2 hours.
8. Add the Arctic Blue® Algaecide –pour around the perimeter with the pump
running (16oz/10,000 gal.)
9. Allow these products to circulate for 24-48 hours.
10. Drain the pool partially (just below the skimmer) to allow for precipitation.
11. Remove drain plugs from equipment and allow to drain.
12. Remove baskets – this is a good place to store plugs and accessories.
13. Install a Gizzmo® in each skimmer to allow for freeze expansion
14. Install winter cover.
**With mesh style covers it may be necessary to treat the pool with additional
shock and algaecide during the winter – remove a small portion of the cover in
the deep end of the pool and add the product slowly mixing with your
telepole/brush as much as possible **

If you have ANY questions please do not hesitate to call us at (256) 837-1526

